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What is the Problem?

tendon injuries are frequently preceded by sub-clinical degradation 

✓ early detection of  developing lesions is prerequisite  

assessment of  loading capacity is trial and error 

✓ staging & monitoring are crucial 

✓ guided rehabilitation is vital    

There is growing evidence that tendon injuries are frequently preceded by subclinical matrix degradation. 
Furthermore, fundamental research revealed that it is impossible to stage lesions by means of  conventional ultrasonography and the technique suffers poor reproducibility. 
It doesn’t allow reliable monitoring.



Keep Them in the Lead 
Prevent & Manage Tendinopathy

frequently insidious onset 

no one size fits all diagnosis  

no uniform pathology  

not a cure-all treatment  

As we all know, it is not easy to get an equine athlete suffering tendinopathy back on track. 
And to be honest, I can not offer you the solution. 
There is no evidence for the best treatment, it is not a simple, single stage diagnosis and there is no cure-all.  
There are no objective methods for staging and monitoring of  lesions, rendering tailor-made therapies and guided rehab impossible. 

 



✓ monitoring exercise effects 

✓ early detection of  tendon lesions 

✓ staging of  injuries 

✓ targeted therapy 

✓ guided rehabilitation

Novel approaches for  
Management of Tendinopathy

UTC is so much more than just another imaging modality. 
It is designed as an innovative tool that can be used for effective prevention and management of  tendon injuries, 
aiming at: 
# monitoring exercise effects 
# early detection of  lesions 
# staging of  lesions 
# tailor-made therapy 
# and fine-tuned rehabilitation



UTC 

= Ultrasound Tissue Characterization

~  standardized scanning 

~  visualizes & quantifies 3-D Tendon Integrity 

~  discriminates various pathological stages 

~  highly reproducible

UTC means ultrasound tissue characterization. 
This technique visualizes and quantifies 3-dimensional tendon integrity.  
And, in contrast to conventional ultrasonography, UTC is highly reproducible with standardized scanning and analysis.



UTC imaging  
the configuration

✓ transducer fixed in tracking device, no tilt 

✓ battery-drive moves 7-12 MHz transducer 

✓ transverse scans collected every 0.2 mm 

✓ real-time storage in laptop 

✓ scan over 12 cm takes < 45 sec.

This is the device for standardized scanning.  
The transducer is not operated manually but fixed in transverse position in a tracking device, preventing transducer-tilt. The device also contains an acoustic coupling stand-
off, a cylindrical for midline scanning and a flat one for oblique scanning, e.g. of  the suspensory branches.    
The tracking system is battery-driven for a gradual movement of  the transducer.  
And, during the sweep along the tendon transverse images are captured every 0.2 mm and stored real-time in a high-capacity laptop computer. The scan takes approx. 42 
seconds.



Tomographic & 3-D Visualization

ü transversal 

ü sagittal 

ü coronal 

ü 3-D coronal 

“surgeon´s view” into lesion 

By piling-up (and compounding) all successive transverse images, a 3 dimensional data-block is created, representing a tendon section with a length of  12 cm. 
The tendon can be visualized tomographically in 3 planes of  view and in a 3-dimensional coronal view: 
The coronal views are reconstructions that can not be made with conventional ultrasonography. 
Please notice that the 3-dimensional coronal image provides an inward view into the lesion and visualizes perfectly the integrity and continuity of  fibres and fasciculi. 



Tissue Characterization  
the EchoTypes

I. intact, aligned bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm 

II. discontinuous, wavy bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm  

III. mainly fibrillar, Ø << 0.35 mm  

IV. mainly amorphous and/or fluid, Ø <<< 0.35 mm

Even more important than visualization is tissue characterization and quantification of  integrity.  
Based on dynamics of  echopatterns, UTC algorithms can discriminate 4 different echo-types, namely 
+ type I, generated by intact and aligned fibres and fasciculi, colored green 
+ type II, generated by discontinuous or wavy fibres and fasciculi , colored blue 
+ type III, related mainly to smaller fibrils, colored red, and  
+ type IV, related mainly to amorphous tissue with cells and fluid, colored black. 
Please notice that echotypes I and II are generated by reflections from larger structures, while III and IV are interfering echoes from smaller entities with a size below the 
limits of  resolution. 



  EchoTypes & Tissue Characterization 

I.     intact, aligned bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm

II.    discontinuous, wavy bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm

III.   mainly fibrillar, Ø << 0.35 mm

IV.   mainly amorphous , Ø <<< 0.35 mm

This slide show what type-types mean: 

+ type I shows intact and aligned secondary collagen bundles, so called fibres and fasciculi 

+ type II shows discontinuous or wavy fibres and fasciculi 

+ type III shows a loose matrix consisting of  much smaller fibrils 
  
+ type IV shows mainly amorphous tissue 



Not every Echo represents Structure

mesh generates echoes too ! 

2-D US can’t discriminate 3-D integrity ! 

UTC objectifies 3-D matrix  integrity:  

reflections from larger fibres and fasciculi:  

green & blue   

interfering echoes from smaller entities e.g. 

fibrils, cells and fluid:  

red & black

This slide with grayscale and UTC images of  exactly the same tendon segment shows the benefits of  UTC-processing. 
In contrast to the conventional 2-dimensional image, the UTC-processed image is the resultant of  multiple images thus providing 3-dimensional information. Only larger 
fibres and fasciculi that are integer over longer distances will be colored green or blue while smaller and disorganised fibrils and cells will be colored red and black. In this 
way the lesion can be discriminated.



Quantification of Integrity

NORMAL flexor tendon 

I     intact bundles                                       80-85 % 
II    discontinuous, wavy bundles           10-15 % 
III   fibrillar matrix  
IV   amorphous matrix, cellular & fluid  

inter- & intra-observer reproducibility ≥ 0.92 !          

< 5 %

Integrity can be quantified. 
This is an example of  normal superficial and deep flexor tendons,showing the “fingerprint” of  normal tendon tissue. 
Normal tendons consist of   
* 80 till 90 percent echo-type I, and 
* 10 till 15 percent type II 
Please notice: barely any type III or IV echoes.  



✓ monitoring exercise effects 

✓ early detection of  tendon lesions 

✓ staging of  injuries 

✓ targeted therapy 

✓ guided rehabilitation

UTC, so much more than just imaging ! 

it offers novel approaches for  

Management of Tendon Injuries !

UTC is so much more than just another imaging modality. 
It is designed as an innovative tool that can be used for effective prevention and management of  tendon injuries, 
aiming at: 
# monitoring exercise effects 
# early detection of  lesions 
# staging of  lesions 
# tailor-made therapy 
# and fine-tuned rehabilitation



Monitoring of  Repair 

standardized central lesion  

treatment: 

PRP (Utrecht): PRP, contra-lateral NaCl 0.9% 

stem cells (Hannover): cells, contra-lateral NaCl 0.9% 

immobilisation (Utrecht, Dublin)   

UTC: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 18, 24 w.

This is an example how UTC is used for staging and objective evaluation of  regenerative therapies, in Utrecht with platelet-rich plasma and in Hannover with stem cells.  
Standardized lesions were created in the superficial flexor tendons of  both front limbs. 
Subsequently healing was monitored by means of  UTC.



Staging & Monitoring of  Repair 

initially extension 

from D 35 fibrillogenesis 

from D84 organization

During repair, various stages of  integrity can be discriminated and the excellent reproducibility of  UTC offers the opportunity to monitor repair processes. 
# Till Day 35 the lesion is extending which is a normal phenomenon during early stages of  healing. 
# At Day 35 the lesion contains already more red than black echoes indicating fibrillogenesis. 
# At Day 84 the lesion has filled in with blue and green echoes. This means early bundles that are not yet aligned. 
# At Day 126 bundles are more organized, thus less blue and more green echoes.  



Staging of Lesions

Staging of  lesion 

I. disintegration 

II. fibroproliferation 

III. bundle formation & organization 

IV. remodeling & restoration

I II III VI

This schedule was developed for staging of  repair.  
I. during inflammation and demarcation of  the lesion, there are mainly black echoes, thus haematoma and exsudate 
II. during fibrillogenesis, there is a decrease of  black echoes and an increase of  red ones, indicative for the formation of  a fibrillar matrix. 
III. during bundle formation, green and blue echoes do increase. At the same time, red and black echoes decrease sharply, indicating the organisation of  fibrils into tendon 
bundles. 
IV. during the remodeling stage, a sharp drop of  blue echoes can be observed, thus less integer tendon bundels are remodelled into intact and aligned bundles, colored 
green



“Tendinopathic Iceberg” 
symptoms only tips of  iceberg !

rupture with underlying degeneration less favorable ! 

=>  early detection of  degeneration is crucial !

no chance for complete repair !

manageable

A collective name for tendon disorders is tendinopathy, a clinical concept independent of  pathogenesis.   
Tendon injuries may be the result of  single macro-trauma. But there is growing evidence that tendon lesions are frequently preceded by gradual disintegration going on for 
months or even longer before injuries become manifest.   
So, clinical symptoms are frequently only the tip of  the iceberg. 
This degradation is the result of  ageing and of  molecular inflammation after repetitive overuse. 
Early stages of  disintegration may be still manageable but when it comes to a tendon rupture, cases with underlying degeneration have by far the worst prognosis. 
So, early detection is of  vital importance! This requires a Pro-Active instead of  a Re-Active approach.



✓ therapy based on tissue type ! 

✓ exercise adapted to stage of  integrity ! 

Tendinopathy,  
No Uniform Pathology !

inconsistent results of  therapies ! 

regenerative therapy does not regenerate all stages ! 

prognosis varies with type of  pathology ! 

loading capacity varies with stage of  integrity !

As we all know, it is not easy to get the equine athlete back on track after a tendon injury. 
It is not a simple, single stage diagnosis and there is no cure-all. Treatment and management needs to be tailor-made, based on stage of  the lesion and it’s loading capacity. 



Getting Back on Track

insiduous onset and slow recovery of  tendon injuries make it difficult to plan treatment 

nature and extent of  lesion, stage of  healing, and tissues mechanical state are largely unknown

monitoring exercise effects 
early detection of  lesion 
staging of  lesion 
targeted therapy 
guided rehabilitation

Management of  tendon injuries is frequently hampered by the sneaky onset and the lack of  insight in stage of  the lesion which is vital for an effective treatment.  
Major spearheads in the UTC-guided management of  tendon injuries are: 
# monitoring exercise effects 
# early detection 
# staging of  lesions 
# and fine-tuned therapy and rehabilitation 



UTC in Equine SportsMedicine

short-duration exercise -effects 

- short-duration ? 

- fully reversible ? 

long-term monitoring high-performance horses 

- can we detect overstrain, degeneration ?  

- can we predict injury ?

Our equine research is based on the concept that development of  tendinopathy is a continuum. 

Previous research indicate that tendon quality is determined at young age and after maturation the possibilities to adapt are gone. 

Subsequently excessive loads may bring a tendon in a reactive phase 

or lead to overstrain that can either restore or lead to dysrepair 

and ultimately to degeneration. 

And while this continuum advances the window of  opportunity to restore with appropriate exercise is closing more and more.   
Based on our observations in human sports medicine we started to investigate exercise effects in the horse too.  
Main research questions were: 
First, can we detect changes in racing thoroughbreds immediately after the race and if  so, are these changes of  short-duration and fully reversible 
Second, can we monitor exercise effects in high performance horses, aiming at early detection of  overstraining and degeneration. 
And, do UTC scans have a prognostic value. In other words, can we discriminate short-duration exercise-effects from more serious changes like overstrain and 

degeneration.



Short-Duration Exercise Effects

UTC scans prior to race & 1, 2, 3, 4 days post-race

! !

SDF tendons in young mature racehorses were scanned, prior to and during the first 4 days post-race. These scans were compared with those from thoroughbreds that 
trained but did not race. Please notice that also in this training group limited daily changes can be observed but these changes were not significant in contrast to those in the 
racegroup.   
Race-effects did frequently normalize within 4 days post-race.



Short-Duration Effects
• less aligned tendon bundles 

• increase remodeling 

• increase loose fibrillar matrix 

• no free fluid !  

=> no matrix degradation 

=> most probably cellular response:  

• increased metabolism 

• production high-molecular GAG’s 

=> increased stiffness !  

may be reversible within 4 days ! 

                                                                     Docking et al. Vet.J. 2012

!

!

!

!

Race-effects were moderate, yet significant. 
There is  
a. a decrease of  aligned fibers and fasciculi, 
b. an increased remodeling, 
c. an increase of  loose fibrillar matrix 
d. no free fluid.  
These race-effects frequently reverse within less than 4 days post-race. 
Therefore we believe that there is no damage to the collagenous matrix, but rather an increased cell metabolism, most probably with increased production of  larger GAG’s 
like aggrecan and versecan. 



Overstrain

• increase CSA < 15% 

• striking decrease I 

• enormous increase IV ~ fluid IFS ! 

Management: 

✓ reduced exercise (no rest!) 

✓ UTC monitoring weekly ! Contra-lateral too !

should normalise within 4-12 w, if  not => degeneration 

Much more serious than reversible race-effects shown in the previous slide are those cases where overload leads to cases are more serious. 
This horse had no history of  any tendon pathology. 
After heavy exercise, the superficial flexor is tender, warm, and slightly swollen. 
Please notice the substantial increase of  red type III echoes, indicative for fibrillar tissue as consequence of  disintegration (primary tendon failure) and an enormous 
increase of  black, type IV echoes, indicative for free fluid that is clearly visible in the 3-D coronal view. 
My approach is to reduce exercise, but definitely no rest! 
And, I keep monitoring weekly, the contra-lateral limb too. 
UTC parameters should normalize within 4 till 12 weeks. 
If  not, this tendon has entered the tendinosis cycle leading to persistent degeneration.



Monitoring One Season

REACTIVE, No Signs ! 
diffuse mild increase II and III,  
no IV !

DEGENERATIVE, No Signs ! 
striking increase II, III, IV

RUPTURE, TROUBLES !  
serious disintegration ! 

=> UTC detects disintegration, long before clinical signs !

This slide shows what can happen in a high performance horse within one single season. 
At the start of  the season the horse showed no clinical signs but on UTC already a mild, yet significant increase of  blue type II and red type III echoes can be observed. This 
tendon is in a reactive phase which is normally reversible but not in this horse. Despite warning the rider continued high-level competition.  
Six weeks later: a striking increase of  blue type II, red type III and black type IV echoes. This means that the tendon matrix becomes degenerative. However, still no clinical 
signs and the rider continues competition. 
Another six weeks later, after a major event, a dramatic rupture. Game over ! 
This example shows you that UTC can discriminate the degenerative pathway that may lead to rupture long before clinical signs.     



Continuum of  Tendinopathy

=> UTC detects disintegration, long before clinical signs !

This slide shows what can happen in a high performance horse within one single season. 
At the start of  the season the horse showed no clinical symptoms but on UTC already a mild, yet significant increase of  blue type II and red type III echoes can be observed. 
This tendon is in a reactive phase which is normally reversible but not in this horse. Despite warning the rider continued high-level competition.  
Six weeks later: a striking increase of  blue type II, red type III and black type IV echoes. This means that the tendon matrix becomes degenerative. However, still no clinical 
symptoms and the rider continues competition. 
Another six weeks later, after a major event, a dramatic rupture. Game over ! 
This example shows you that UTC can discriminate the degenerative pathway that may lead to rupture long before clinical symptoms.     



Secondary Lesion

This horse was presented with anamnesis of  acute injury, without any previous symptoms. 
However, already at first sight on UTC multiple stages of  integrity are visible. 
On the right side of  the tendon an acute lesion, on the left side the chronic scar. 



Secondary Overstrain

relaps due to scar with poor elasticity 
=> multiple stages lead to poor prognosis !

Zooming in on the same lesion the scar becomes even more visible. 
Please notice in the 3-D coronal view the extremely poor bundle organization. 
This means that the recent relapse to the right side is the result of  poor compliance of  the scar. 
This information is utmost important as these cases  suffer a much more complicated, less efficient, repair process and ultimately a poor prognosis.



This is another example of  a relapse in the periphery of  fibrotic scar tissue. 
In these cases it is utmost important to discriminate the presence of  multiple stages because you will have to adapt exercise intensity to the most fragile tissue type. 



Not the lesion, rather the Periphery !

in periphery of  scar tissue:  

impaired reperfusion 

local variation of  elasticity (overstrain or stress-deprivation) 

cascade:  

release of  stress-activated protein kinases,  

molecular inflammation 

intermittent flare-up’s 

ultimately degeneration

REACTIVE ZONE SCAR

This is the same tendon at post-mortem.  
A nice example of so-called sports-induced inflammation. Nothing to do with classical inflammation: no inflammatory cells but resident tenocytes produce pro-
inflammatories.  
Fibrosis in the center of the tendon is the result of previous macro- or repeated micro- trauma.  
In the periphery for instance 
* impaired reperfusion, and  
* local overstrain or, opposite, stress-deprivation   
do provoke a cascade of molecular inflammation with intermittent flare-ups, spreading through the entire tendon. 
Fundamental research revealed that especially local variation in elasticity is playing a crucial role.



Suspensory Branche Multiple Stages

This is an example of  UTC-scans from a suspensory branch, presented for recent symptoms, according to the trainer. 
Left is the transverse image and to the right the longitudinal view.  
The longitudinal image in UTC offers an extended field of  view over 12 cm, over the entire length of  the branch of  the suspensory ligament, from bifurcation (left) in distal 
direction to insertion on the proximal sesamoid (right) (see for orientation the macroscopic image). 
Already on grayscale image an extensive injury is visible. However, the color-coded UTC images clearly show that there are multiple stages of  integrity: 
* the proximal part in normal 
* in distal direction increasing disintegration, consisting of  a localized recent partial rupture (red) surrounded by extensive chronic fibrotic scarring 
So, although the horse is presented for having a recent injury, in fact it is a recent re-injury based on chronic scarring detected by means of  UTC. This is utmost important 
information, not only for the prognostication but all the more so for the selection of  the most appropriate therapy  
These stages of  disintegration can not be discriminated on conventional grayscale images! 



Monitoring Equine Athletes

UTC-CheckUp for: 

✓ early detection of  developing lesions 

✓ guided rehabilitation     

Based on previous observations, we designed a program for regular check-up’s of  high-performance horses.



Elite Dressage Horse  

• poor performance, < 1/5 lameness 

• UTC hindlimb: 

normal SDF and DDF 

abnormal medial origin SL  

mix of  recent fibrillar and chronic fibrotic ~ 

indicative for intermittent flare-ups 

=> UTC detects obscured SL insertional desmitis !    

UTC-CheckUp

SDF

DDF

SL

This is an example of  UTC-CheckUp of  an elite dressage horse suffering poor performance. Only slight irregularity, < 1/5, and no further abnormalities on clinical 
examination. 
UTC of  the hindlimb shows  
+ normal superficial and deep flexor tendons 
+ abnormal medial origin of  suspensory ligament 
The lesion in the medial origin of  the suspensory ligament is filled partially with recent fibrillar and partially with chronic fibrotic tissue which is indicative for intermittent 
relapses.  
This example shows that obscured suspensory desmitis can be detected by means of  regular UTC-CheckUp. 
Please notice that also the suspensory ligament, despite slightly different orientation, compared to SDF and DDF, and mixed tissue with muscular and fatty tissue, can be 
scanned in a reliable way.   
 



UTC CheckUp’s of  High-Performance Horse

reference, base line @ 3 time-points 

pre-race, before major events 

post-race, @ 4-7 days:  

✓ back to base line => re-scan @ 8-12 weeks * 

✓ still abnormal => reduce exercise & re-scan @ 1-4 weeks * 

           * shorter interval in case of  worsening or recent incident 

The check-up program consists of: 
# determining the individual base-line at 3 time-points. You can’t expect a, for instance, 12 y.o. show jumper to have the perfect tendon integrity anymore with ratios for type I 
echoes 80-85%, type II 10-15% and barely any type II and IV echoes. Therefore the individual baseline is determined.  
# a check-up prior to a major event 
# another check at 4-7 days after the event 
In case echo-types are back to base-line we re-scan within maximum 8 till 12 weeks. 
In case still abnormal, we scale down exercise and re-scan with 1- 4 week intervals.



So,  
we need a pro-active approach !

no cure-all treatment 

=>    staging of  lesion is prerequisite ! 

=>    treatment has to be tailor-made ! 

=>    effects of  treatment and rehabilitation have to be monitored and,             

if  necessary, adjusted ! 

exercise effects have to be monitored 

best treatment is prevention !!!

In conclusion: 
# there is no cure-all treatment 
In my opinion 
# treatments needs to be tailor-made, based on precise staging of  the injury 
# and most important: the best treatment is injury-prevention. 



standardized & highly reproducible 

3-D visualization & tissue characterization 

early detection overstraining & degeneration

precise diagnosis & prognostication

targeted & minimally-invasive treatments

objective evaluation & monitoring of  therapy

guided rehabilitation

portable

www.UTCimaging.com

http://www.UTCimaging.com


UTC imaging will change your  

management of tendons in equine athletes 

for ever !

In conclusion: 
# there is no cure-all treatment 
In my opinion 
# treatments needs to be tailor-made, based on precise staging of  the injury 
# and most important: the best treatment is injury-prevention. 
As such, UTC imaging will change your management of  tendons for ever! 


